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ARTEO Engineering is an integrator and supplier of remote reading 

and monitoring systems for energy media consumption. The offer 

includes both counters (water, heat and electricity meters), a wide 

range of communication modules for these meters, equipment for the 

construction of reading infrastructure and software. The company 

also provides a service for deploying such systems. Solutions are 

based on proven and tested product compatibility, guaranteeing 

trouble-free operation. The customer can purchase a complete, 

configured, ready-to-run solution. The systems offered are based on 

normative communication protocols based mainly on M-Bus and 

wireless M-Bus standards according to EN13757. This  guarantees 

independence from the manufacturer of individual components (e.g. 

meters) and facilitates integration with most commercially available 

software, e.g. SCADA type. A wide range of gateways and converters 

allows the use of existing infrastructure such as cellular network or 

internet/ethernet, and the use of open communication standards 

allows for the free processing of data collected from meters with any 

software. This catalogue presents communication infrastructure 

devices for M-Bus network. 
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M-Bus network 
The M-Bus network was built to read battery-powered meters. The communication bus is powered by 

the master unit, so the batteries are used only to operate the meter electronics. The master unit in the 

simplest case communicates with the use of 2-wire bus with end points (maximum of 250 slave-type 

meters per segment: heat, water, electricity and gas meters... as well as various sensors and actuators). 

M-Bus is the European standard described in EN13757.  
The total length of the bus can be 1 km or more (at a lower speed). The distance between the slave 

units should not exceed 350 m. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
General structure of M-Bus network 
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CMeX..(S) Series DIN-mounted M-Bus Masters 

 
The CMeX10 Series makes it possible to extend the number of meters a CMe Series 
Gateway is able to use by up to 256 extra unit loads. The product can also be used 
as a stand-alone M-Bus Master in an existing M-Bus system through its RS232 
interface. The CMeX10 Series is equipped with a unique IR Pass Through 
function, which makes it possible to combine multiple CMe/CMeX products 
by mounting them side by side. 
 

Product No. of meters RS232 
No. of DIN 
modules Item No 

CMeX10 32   2 1050009 

CMeX11 64   2 1050050 

CMeX10S 32 X 6 1050059 

CMeX11S 64 X 6 1050060 

CMeX12S 128 X 6 1050051 

CMeX13S 256 X 6 1050052 
 

 

CMe3100 DIN-mounted M-Bus Metering Gateway for Fixed 

Network 

 
CMe3100 is a unique Gateway which enables easy and reliable integration between meters and a 
receiving system. CMe3100 has the same functionality as Elvaco’s other intelligent M-Bus Gateways 
such as full M-Bus decoder, storage functionality, delivery of meter data through e-mail, FTP and 
HTTP and the possibility to connect optional accessories from Elvaco 
via the IR interface. CMe3100 further supports secure data transfer 
through HTTPS and FTPS. Systems can connect to the meters through 
CMe3100 via Modbus, TCP, JSON-RPS, REST, DLMS and M-Bus. By 
using the “Measurement series” functionality, CMe3100 can connect 
to temperature sensors and calculate a temperature that can be 
transmitted through Modbus, TCP, JSON-RPS, REST and DLMS to the 
house’s control system. CMe3100 also gives you total control over 
projects with wireless M-Bus. Of course, there is full support for all 
Elvaco’s wireless M-Bus masters. CMe3100 is equipped with a flexible 
licensing scheme, which allows for a cost-effective customization at 
the purchase point as well as the possibility to later extend the product functionality without 
changing the hardware. CMe3100 can handle up to 32 loads, but can easily be upgraded with an M-
Bus master from the CMeX10 Series. 
 

Produkt nr katalogowy 

CMe3100 M-Bus Metering Gateway for Fixed Network, 8 meters 1100232 

CMe3100 M-Bus Metering Gateway for Fixed Network, 32 meters 1100129 

CMe3100 M-Bus Metering Gateway for Fixed Network, 64 meters 1100130 

CMe3100 M-Bus Metering Gateway for Fixed Network, 128 meters 1100131 

CMe3100 M-Bus Metering Gateway for Fixed Network, 256 meters 1100132 

CMe3100 M-Bus Metering Gateway for Fixed Network, 512 meters 1100133 
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CMe3000 DIN-mounted M-Bus Gateway for fixed network 

 
The CMe3000 is a flexible and cost-effective M-Bus Gateway. It is compatible 
with all ABB DIN-mounted electricity meters equipped with IR interface as well 
as all other meters that comply with the M-Bus standard. The CMe3000 uses an 
internal web interface which enables it to be configured and updated remotely. 
CMe3000 can handle up to 8 loads, but can easily be upgraded with an M-Bus 
master from the CMeX..(S) Series. 

Product Item No. 

CMe3000 M-Bus Gateway for Fixed Network 1050015 
 

 

CMe2100 LTE - M-Bus Metering Gateway for Mobile 

Networks 

 
CMe2100 LTE is an M-Bus Metering Gateway for Mobile Networks 
with support for LTE communication and automatic fallback function 
(2G/3G/LTE). CMe2100 LTE reads up to 256 M-Bus meters, compiles 
meter data into customized reports and delivers it to a receiving 
system. The product is equipped with an IR interface which enables 
it to communicate wireless with other devices from Elvaco's 
CMe/CMeX Series. CMe2100 LTE is compatible with all other meters 
that use the M-Bus standard protocol. The product can be 
configured and updated remotely through text messages or HTTP, 
which means that settings can easily be changed without having to 
visit the installation site. 
 

Product Item No. 

CMe2100 LTE M-Bus Metering Gateway for Fixed Network, 16 meters 1100363 

CMe2100 LTE M-Bus Metering Gateway for Fixed Network, 32 meters 1100364 

CMe2100 LTE M-Bus Metering Gateway for Fixed Network, 64 meters 1100365 

CMe2100 LTE M-Bus Metering Gateway for Fixed Network, 128 meters 1100366 

CMe2100 LTE M-Bus Metering Gateway for Fixed Network, 256 meters 1100367 
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CMe2100 DIN-mounted M-Bus Metering Gateway for Mobile 

Network 

 
CMe2100 is a flexible and cost-effective M-Bus Metering Gateway with logging functionality which is 
used for reading of M-Bus meters and delivery of meter data reports by a set schedule and 
integration protocol. CMe2100 is compatible with all ABB DIN-
mounted electricity meters equipped with IR interface and all other 
meters that comply with the M-Bus standard. CMe2100 uses open 
protocol, which makes it quick and easy to integrate into existing 
systems. It is configurable remotely, which means that you never 
have to visit the site to perform updates. CMe2100 can handle up to 
8 loads, but can easily be upgraded with an M-Bus master from the 
CMeX10 Series. 

Product Item No. 

CMe2100 (gen.3) M-Bus Metering Gateway for Mobile Network 1050123 
 

 

CMi-Box M-Bus Metering Gateway for Mobile Network 

 
The box contains the Wireless M-Bus Receiver CMi5110 and the Integrated Meter Connectivity 
Module CMi2110. It means that the solution can communicate with 
meters through the Wireless M-Bus protocol and deliver meter data 
reports via GSM/GPRS to a receiving system. The box is available with a 
24 V or 230 V power supply, as well as with an internal or external 
antenna. It can also be ordered with Wired M-Bus. 

Product 
Power 
supply GPRS antenna wM-Bus antenna Item No. 

Wireless M-Bus 
24 
V 

230 
V internal external internal external   

CMi-Box 24V internal 
antenna x     x x   1100121 

CMi-Box 230V internal 
antenna   x   x x   1100122 

CMi-Box 24V external 
antenna* x     x   x 1100123 

CMi-Box 230V external 
antenna*   x   x   x 1100124 

CMi-Box 24V 2 x internal 
antenna x   x   x   1100174 

CMi-Box 230V 2 x intern. 
antenna   x x   x   1100156 

Wired M-Bus 

CMi-Box 24 V external 
antenna* x     x - - 1100150 

CMi-Box 230 V external 
antenna*   x   x - - 1100149 
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Prefabricated sets of communication infrastructure devices 

 
The box contains our M-Bus Gateway  and an M-Bus Master from our 
CMeX..(S) Series to enable connection of up to 256 extra meters. The 
box is also equipped with a breaker to facilitate service work. Elvaco’s 
Wireless M-Bus Receiver CMeX50 is available as an add-on option to 
enable communication with meters by Wireless M-Bus. 

Product Item No. 

Wired M-Bus solutions 

Box-build with CMe3000 for up to 8 meters (8T) 

CMc IP M-Bus for 8 meters in CM-Box 5 1100019 

Box-build with CMe3000 for up to 32 meters (32T) 

CMc IP M-Bus for 32 meters in CM-Box 5 1100007 

CMc IP M-Bus for 32 meters in CM-Box 12 with RS232 1100024 

Box-build with CMe3000 for up to 64 meters (64T) 

CMc IP M-Bus for 64 meters in CM-Box 5 1100011 

CMc IP M-Bus for 64 meters in CM-Box 12 with RS232 1100104 

Box-build with CMe3000 for up to 128 meters (128T) 

CMc IP M-Bus for 128 meters in CM-Box 12 with RS232 1100015 

Box-build with CMe3000 for up to 256 meters (256T) 

CMc IP M-Bus for 256 meters in CM-Box 12 with RS232 1100017 

Box-build with CMe3100 for 8-256 meters (8T-256T) 

CGc IP M-Bus for 8 meters in CM-Box 12 1100191 

CGc IP M-Bus for 32 meters in CM-Box 12 1100192 

CGc IP M-Bus for 64 meters in CM-Box 12 1100193 

CGc IP M-Bus for 128 meters in CM-Box 12 1100194 

CGc IP M-Bus for 256 meters in CM-Box 12 1100195 

Box-build with CMe2100 for up to 8 meters (8T) 

CMc GPRS M-Bus for 8 meters in CM-box 3 1100022 

Box-build with CMe2100 for up to 32 meters (32T) 

CMc GPRS M-Bus for 32 meters in CM-box 5 1100023 

CMc GPRS M-Bus for 32 meters in CM-box 12 with RS232 1100109 

Box-build with CMe2100 for up to 64 meters (64T) 

CMc GPRS M-Bus for 64 meters in CM-box 5 1100105 

CMc GPRS M-Bus for 64 meters in CM-box 12 with RS232 1100106 

Box-build with CMe2100 for up to 128 meters (128T) 

CMc GPRS M-Bus for 128 meters in CM-box 12 with RS232 1100025 
 

 

Arteo Engineering offers water and heat meters and remote reading systems for water, heat, gas and 

electricity meters. The offer includes radio-based AMR systems, and wireless and wired AMI systems using a 
normative protocol, respectively, of the wireless M-Bus for radio communication and M-Bus for wired communication 

in accordance with EN 13757. 
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